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"AN ACT CONCERNING BROWNFIELDS DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS."

1 In lines 128 and 137, after "8-128" insert "8-169e"
Strike section 5 in its entirety and renumber remaining sections and internal references accordingly.

In line 687, strike "not later than eight years after the date of such notice" and insert in lieu thereof "within a time frame set forth in subparagraphs (B) and (C) of this subdivision".

In line 717, after "professional." insert "(C)"

In line 717, after "professional." insert "The certifying party may request a verification or interim verification filing extension. The commissioner shall grant a reasonable extension if the certifying party demonstrates to the commissioner's satisfaction that: (i) Such certifying party has made reasonable progress toward investigation and remediation of the establishment; and (ii) despite best efforts, circumstances beyond the control of the certifying party have significantly delayed the remediation of the establishment."

In line 728, strike "(C)" and insert in lieu thereof "(D)"

In line 734, strike "(D)" and insert in lieu thereof "(E)"